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 المملكة الأردنية الهاشمية

    THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN – MINISTRY OF EDUCATION 
                  GENERAL SECONDARY CERTIFICATE EXAMINATION-2011 

GENERAL ENGLISH 
2017  (3) الدورة الشتوية / المستوى الامتحان الثاتي /  النموذج الجديد  

 

Read the following text carefully, and then answer the questions that follow. Your 

answers should be based on the information in the text. 
 

    Ten-year-old Adeeb al-Balooshi, from Dubai, is going to travel to seven countries on a 

tour which has been organised and funded by Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammad, Crown Prince 
of Dubai.  
 

     The boy caught Sheikh Hamdan’s attention with his invention – a prosthetic limb for his 
father. The Sheikh has taken a special interest in the boy, and hopes the tour that he is 

sponsoring for Adeeb will give the young inventor more self-confidence and inspire other 
young Emirati inventors.  Adeeb got the idea for a special kind of prosthetic leg while he was 

at the beach with his family. His father, who wears an artificial leg, could not swim in the sea 
as he could not risk getting his leg wet. This inspired Adeeb to invent a waterproof prosthetic 

leg 
 

     Adeeb is going to visit the USA, France, the UK, Ireland, Belgium, Italy and Germany, 

where he will be staying with relatives. However, while he is in Germany, Adeeb will not be 
spending all his time sightseeing. He will be working with a specialist doctor to build the 

appendage. He will be also attending a course on prosthetic and learning about different 
kinds of medical apparatus. 
 

     Adeeb has invented several other devices, including a tiny cleaning robot and a heart 
monitor, which is attached to a car seat belt. In the case of any emergency, rescue services 

and the driver’s family will be automatically connected with the driver through this special 
checking device.  

He has also invented a fireproof helmet. This special equipment, which has a built-in camera 
system, will help rescue workers in emergencies. 
 

    It is for these reasons that Adeeb rightly deserves this reputation as one of the youngest 

inventors in the family 
 

Question Number One 

A  
1- Adeeb al-Blooshi has invented many devices. Write down three of these devices. 

2- What does the underlined word (his) refer to? 
3- Quote the sentence which indicates that Adeeb's inventions made him a famous inventor. 
4- The Crown Prince of Dubai organised and funded Adeeb's tour to travel to seven 

countries for two reasons. Write down these two reasons. 
5- During his stay in Germany, Adeeb will be carrying out many activities. Write down two 

of these activities. 
6- What does the underlined word (apparatus) mean? 

7- Write down the reason that made Adeeb invent a waterproof prosthetic leg? 
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8- Wearing prosthetic limbs play an important part in the lives of disabled people. Write 

down three things that the disables can do with prosthetic limbs. 

 

B. CRITICAL THINKING 
It is the responsibility of the government to encourage young inventors. Think of this 

statement and. In two sentences, write down your point of views 
 

C- LITERATURE SPOT 
     Read the following lines from I remember, I remember then answer the question   

     that follows. 

Then a soldier 
Full of strange oaths and bearded like the pard 

Jealous in honour, sudden and quick in quarrel 
Seeking the bubble reputation 

Even in the cannon's mouth. 
1- Which word in the above stanza refers to a weapon used by soldiers? 

2- Write down the line which expresses simile. 
3- According to the playwright, teenagers do foolish things. Write down the line which 

indicates such a thing. 
 

QUESTION NUMBER TWO 
A.  Choose the suitable item from those given in the box to complete each of the 

following sentences. There are more words than you need. 
          

    antibodies     attend     desalination      Fine Arts  contribute    prosthetic   
  

1- Teachers usually ask students to …………..to the websites they have created. 
2- My brother enjoys painting and sculpture, so he has decided to study ………..at 

university. 

3- Building ………..plants helps people get clean and safe water. 
4- Immunisation helps the body to produce …………necessary for protection. 

5- Fatima is planning to ……………a course at university. 
 

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows. 
        The thief was caught red-handed. 
   What does the underlined colour idiom in the above sentence mean? 
  
C. Complete the following sentences with the suitable word derived from the words      

     in brackets and write the answers down in YOUR ANSWER BOOKLET. 
 

1- Jordan is famous for the ………….of olive oil. 

               (produce ,  production ,  productive) 
2- The Bedouins' ………….. style of weaving makes tourists buy rugs and carpets .  

                   (attract, attraction, attractive) 
3- When you see red, your blood pressure is raised and you suffer from ………….problems. 

                  (digestive, digestion, digest) 

4- Scholars have discovered some ………..documents from the twelfth century. 
                         (origin, originality, original) 
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Question Number Three 
 

A. Correct the verbs between brackets, then write your answer down in your   
     ANSWER BOOKLET. 

1- My brother …………..at 8 a.m. every day.   ( get up) 
2- A: When I saw yesterday morning, you looked really tired. 

B: Yes, I had ……………..all night.   (be, work) 
3- Next month, my parents ………………….married for thirty years.  (will, be) 

4- There is no way to call me at 7 p.m. I  ………dinner with my family. (will, have) 
5- By the time my friend phoned me, I ……………….for three hours.   (had, study) 

6- If I had my computer with me, I …………the final report.     (type) 
7- A: Where have you been, Ali?  

B: I have ……………………..for you for ages. (be, wait) 
8- Will it still…………………this evening?     (rain) 

9- If you need to contact me next week, I …………..at a hotel in Aqaba.  (be , stay) 
   

B. Study the following sentences and answer the question that follows. 

    In two years' time, I think I will be study a history in Karak. 

    There are two mistakes in the above sentence. Find them and correct them. 
 

C. Choose the suitable item from those given to fill in the blanks in each of the following    

     items, then write it down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.(10 points) 
 

1. The old man sold the house ………….he was born. 
                       (who  ,   which,    where) 

2. Our school hopes ………..enough money to build a new library. 
                      (to raising, to raise, raise  ) 

3. The books that you ordered on Monday will…………..by the end of the week 
                      (not have arrived, not be arriving, not arrived) 

4. My neighbour's daughter ……………..to study English at university next year. 
                     (intend,   intending,  intends) 

5. Are your friends ……………. to school on foot? 
                    (used to go, use to go, used to going, use to going) 
6. Will Sara ………………for her new company in two years' time? 

                    (be work, be working, have work) 
7. Nadia has ……………..the oud really hard recently.  

                   (been practising ,  been practise,   been practised) 
8. People have  ……………computers for thousands of years. 

                    (been used, been use, been using) 
9. Look at that man standing over there. He is ………………….on the bus soon. 

                     (going to get,     going get,   go to get) 
10. Did you …………hunting every summer when you were young? 

                      (used to go , use to going, use to go) 
11. It was at last month ……………my brother stopped working as a salesman. 

                       (when,  which,  where) 
12. The first Jordanian to climb ………….Mount Everest was Mustafa Salameh. 

                        (the,  an,  a , X) 
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13. Today, most people ……………. their mobile phones every day. 
                       (use, uses, are use) 
14. By the time you return, your sister will …………..the dinner for the family. 

                        (be prepare, have prepared, prepared) 
15. Sara ………….for her final exams for several weeks when her grandfather died.  

                       (had been prepare, had been prepared, had been preparing) 
                        

Question Number Four   

A. complete each of the following items so that the new item has a similar meaning        

     to the one before it, and write it down in your ANSWER                  

     BOOKLET. 
 

1. Laila started watching TV at 8 p.m. It is now 10 p.m. and she is still watching. 
Laila has ……………………………………………for two hours now. 

2. It isn't customary for Jordanian people to eat rice with chopsticks. 
Jordanian people aren't …………………………………………………………… 

3. Rama would like to visit Aqaba next week.  
What Rama…………………………………………….……………………………….. 

4. His majesty late King Hussein was a major figure in the twentieth century. 

It was his ………….,……….……………………………………………………… 
5. The headmaster discussed many issues yesterday. He held a meeting. 

The headmaster, …………………………………………………………………... 
6. Fatima and her sister intend to do shopping tonight. 

Fatima are ……………………………………………………………………… 
7. My brother isn't used to answering French questions. 

It isn't normal……………………………………………….…………………….. 
8. He has written many poems, but his last poem made him famous all over the world. 

He has written many poems, but it …………………………………………………..  
9. "I am revising for my final exam." 

Mahmoud said that ………………………………………………………………….. 
 

B. Study the following dialogue which contains incorrect information. Complete the 

second part of the dialogue.  Write the answer in your ANSWER BOOKLET.  
Fatima: A good way to cope with stress is to work hard. 

Laila: No, it isn't. You should ………………………………………………………. 
 

C. The following sentences are in British English. Rewrite them in American English 
and write them down in your ANSWER BOOKLET.  
 

1- I'd like to have a look at the paintings that your neighbour bought last week. 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- Have you heard that the meeting will be cancelled? 
……………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- Ahmed's next holiday to France will be in autumn. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- After the hard day, rubbish collectors have a shower. 
…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5-  ‘Goodness, you’ve got very tall!’ said my aunt. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
6- He has finally got a job in a petrol station. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Question number five  

A. EDITING: 
Imagine you are an editor in Jordan times. You are asked to edit the following text that 

have three mistakes. Correct the mistakes and write the answers in your ANSWER 
BOOKLET. 

 

 In the near future! a new "bionic eye" will have helped people with failing eyesite to see 
again. A devise inside the eye picks up an image from a small camera attached to a pair of 

sunglasses and send it to the brain, which interprets it as vision.  

 

 
B. GUIDED WRITING:  
Read the information in the table below, and then in your ANSWER BOOKLET, write 

two sentences about the city. Use the appropriate linking words such as: and, too, also, 
etc. 
 

The advantages of "the internet of things" at home 

- control washing machines and cookers 

- save energy / lights go off and on automatically 

- make life easier and more comfortable 

- keep a track both on the quality and the viability of things   

 

Name: Ibn Bassal 

Date: lived in the eleventh century CE 
Location: Al-Andalus 

Occupation and Interests: writer, scientist and engineer /interested in botany and agriculture 
Achievements: writing A Book of Agriculture; designing water pumps and irrigation systems 

Legacy: agricultural instructions and advice 
 

C. FREE WRITING:  
In your ANSWER BOOKLET, write a composition of about 80 words on ONE of the 

following:  
1- Jordan has many traditional crafts .Write a report about the importance of 

          preserving traditional crafts and advise people to learn how to get benefits from these     
          traditional crafts. 

2- Modern technology plays an important part in making our lives easier and more 

comfortable. Write an essay describing a modern technology pointing out to what extent it 
helps people. 

THE END 


